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Simulation/Real Life 

  Hard Scatter 

  Parton Shower/Hadronization 

  Interaction with Detector 

  Readout with Electronics 

  Record Some Fraction of  events 

  Reconstruct the event from 
electronic signals (tracking, jets, 
etc..) 

  Infer back to hard scattering 
(including unfolding detector 
effects) 



Generator/Shower/
Hadronization 

  Generate Event according to 
differential cross-section 
(matrix element + PDF) 

  Parton Shower – radiate quarks 
and gluons 
  Match matrix element 

description to  shower 

  Hadronize and Decay: form 
‘stable’ particles to shoot 
through ATLAS detector 



ATLAS 



Real Detector  

GEANT Representation  

Adding in yet more Material… 

Crucial – What does signature 
X look like in our detector! 



Validation 

  Need to validate that monte 
carlo represents data: 
  Need high statistic 

processes (disagreement 
doesn’t get lost in statistical 
uncertainty) 

  Needs to be reasonably well 
identifiable, triggerable   

  Often need to resort to 
‘scale’ factors or 
oversmearing (even after 
many years of  Tevatron 
running) 



Validation…It starts now! 

  No LHC data yet – but ~300 
million cosmic rays per 
experiment 

  Simple / Clean events 
  Only the first baby step! 

  Some details hard to match 
because of  different timing 
and event topology (don’t 
point to IP!) 



Monte Carlo Used in ATLAS  



Simulated Black Hole Event 

The truly exotic… 
Charbydis 



Leptoquarks 

Pythia Normalized to NLO calculation 



Heavy Neutrinos 

Pythia 



Technicolor 

  K.B, Adam Martin, Ken Lane, S. 
Mrena 

  ‘new’ technicolor resonances 
in pythia strawman model… 

Pythia 



Collaborative work.. 

  Drell-Yan at NLO 
  mc@nlo  including Z’  



SUSY 

Herwig, 
Isasugra, 
Pythia.. 

SUSY, but which SUSY… 



Backgrounds for BSM 

  Of course depends on channel – but can be difficult  
  Typically looking into extreme corners of  phase space 

  Extreme tails of  MET distribution, etc.. 

  Substantial use of  madgraph/mad event 
  Diboson +jets for eg.. 

  mc@nlo tt, Alpgen /Madgraph W/Z+jets, Acer W/Z+ heavy 
flavor, etc.. 
  Parton level matching (MLM, etc)   



Incorporating new generators 
into ATLAS 

  Getting new generator code into software is hard  
  Private tests 
  Put into ‘development’ release (built every ~few weeks/month) 
  Code validated (doesn’t crash, results make sense, etc) 

  Code goes into ‘production’ release (built every several months) 
  More validation of  production samples 
  Detailed Analysis + approval 

  ATLAS software is complex ~few THOUSAND packages that all 
have to work together 
  Time scale often longer then we would like it to be 
  Unrelated problems can mean parts of  the process have to be done again 

  Time scale can be quite long depending on the program (e.g. a new 
Pythia version can be long) – likely to get longer in LHC data era 



‘Official’ Code 

  Can always provide LHEF files that can be simulated in 
ATLAS but.. 

  Easiest way is to have code in publically available and 
documented  

  Can be most easily integrated into ATLAS code  
  Reproducibility 

  Validation 



Specific Requests 

  Vector-like heavy quarks: some models in CompHep 

  Heavy Leptons with different coupling 

  Higgsless models: in particular WZ resonances in WZ 
scattering 

  ttbar resonances with spin correlations (now in madgraph-
other generators?) 



General Request 

  Some models (eg. Straw Man Technicolor Model) have many 
parameters 
  In general need input for these!  

  Make code for new models publically available and documented 

  New ideas – what aren’t we looking at! 

  More studies can be found at… 

  http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/EXOTICS/ 


